
YOKED  

 
Matthew 11: 15-19, 25-30 

 

 “We don’t want her to be alone,” one volunteer stated simply as she 

justified her spending the night in the church office.  “We are here in case 

someone should show up at night or just to comfort her.”  The United 

Methodist Church in this small southwestern Colorado town hosts this 

ongoing experience but the whole community is involved.  People sign up to 

stay the night at church along with Rose Sabido who claims the church as 

her sanctuary even as they drop by throughout the day to visit her.   

Though a Mexican national, Sabido has lived in the area for the last 

30 years, serving as a church secretary and as a tax preparer.  She has 

participated in our immigration system, even applying for permanent 

residency in 2001.  Her case is still pending and for the last several years, 

she has gained one-year stays of removal until last May.  Beyond the 

Immigration and Customs Service interaction, Sabido always has been a 

model citizen who some see as “our sister.”   

 The congregation voted several months ago to become a sanctuary 

church and it was eager to put its faith into action.  Though not a member of 

the church, Sabido appealed to it for sanctuary.  She moved into the 

children’s nursery and a church member installed a shower there for her 

convenience.  Recently, a man walked past the church, jangling his keys and 

saying that his car was nearby incase she “needed to make a fast getaway.”   

People drop by to visit and walk with her as she travels the church grounds.  

They are aware that this act has impacted the whole community.  A sheep 

rancher summed it up:  “I’m grateful for Rosa and the opportunities she has 

provided to us.  She has been a catalyst for good.” [Kelly, David, “We don’t 

want her to be alone”, LA Times, July 5, 2017, A5] 

 Through his teaching and his activity, Jesus moves his disciples 

beyond the predictable and expected, often building new understandings of 

truth and faith.  Disciples were well aware of the image of the ‘yoke’.  Oxen 

had a yoke placed around their shoulders to pull a plow and occasionally, as 

illustrated in the story of the great banquet, a yoke was used to indicate one 

oxen.  Later, the marriage connection was perceived to be yoking a man and 

a woman and when “unevenly yoked”, particularly in matters of faith, could 

result in a divorce, though the possibility would remain that the one of faith 

could convert the faithless spouse should they remain yoked.  The 

oppression of the Romans created a yoke with a particularly heavy burden of  
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both taxes and allegiance, a burden that would be enforced by the power of 

the empire, especially through threat.  Carrying a part of the cross on the 

shoulders of the accused through the crowds lining the streets was a 

particularly painful reminder that the Israelites were held in bondage by this 

empire. This sort of demanding, demeaning yoke might also be imposed by 

the interpretation of law that would deny feeding and healing on the Sabbath 

day, as though humans were made for the Sabbath rather than the Sabbath be 

made for the health of humans.  Most often, the listener would understand 

that a yoke utilized by a human could translate the power of the shoulders 

into the arms so that some heavy object, perhaps containers of water, could 

be transported.   

 The various images of ‘yoke’ most often included the experience of a 

heavy burden, whether it be a command to plow, a troublesome marriage, a 

threatening oppression by empire or law, or even the movement of a heavy 

load from one place to another.  How then could Jesus claim that the yoke he 

offered was ‘easy’ and the burden ‘light’?      

 The transformation of both yoke and burden comes as Jesus, with 

thanksgiving, declares that what was hidden---even to the wise and the 

intelligent---now has been revealed, particularly to those who approach faith 

with the innocence and exuberance of an infant seeking both nourishment 

and care.  The easy yoke and the light burden Jesus offers is that of the truth 

of God’s love and grace and peace bound up in the vision of Kingdom come.   

 But truth does not always seem to be a light burden offered by an easy 

yoke.  Jesus confronts the generations around him as those who expect that 

their activity will produce desired results of dancing and mourning.  Jesus 

offers new reasons for both mourning and dancing having more to do with 

the presence of an acting God than as a response to the human playing of 

flutes or public wailing in the marketplace.  Further, Jesus chides those with 

ears to hear, exposing their willingness to judge activities through the lens of 

empire rather than that of Kingdom.  With such an outlook, it would seem 

that the rebellious John who fasted in the wilderness and, more importantly, 

gained a following could be counted demon possessed.  And when Jesus ate 

with those considered to be the worst populations of empire and temple---the 

tax collectors and sinners---he could be accused of gluttony and 

drunkenness.  Rather than receive the Kingdom truths revealed by John and 

Jesus, both were condemned and their truths violently rejected.  But there 

would be vindication through the deeds of both Jesus and his disciples. 

 Jesus reminds his followers that God’s truth when accepted will be a 

freeing rather than oppressive event.  We continue to struggle with this  
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understanding of God’s truth, preferring instead to hide and deny with every 

hope that should we speak and live a lie loudly and long enough, we will be 

able to replace God’s truth with our desires, seemingly overwhelming God’s 

kingdom with our own empire.  But even as children, we come to learn of 

the great burden of the lie as well as the freshness and power of choosing the 

truth.   

 The yoke we are invited to take up is easy because its source is the 

God who calls all into the Kingdom and since both the source and sustaining 

of the truth that we are called to bear into the world is in God, the burden is 

light.  And both yoke and burden are asked of us, if we are to be followers of 

Jesus, people of the gospel. 

 Part of the ease of both God’s yoke and burden occurs as we take up 

the yoke together.  Jesus creates a community of faith who bear the truth 

together---first twelve disciples and then hundreds and thousands of 

followers.  Though private and individual prayer and devotion are essential 

for building up a relationship with the living God, gathering with others for 

worship and study, conversation and service strengths spiritual vision and 

the muscles of faith that encourage both yoke and burden to be accepted.  

Though we may act individually, we are never alone in our witness to 

gospel.  And although gospel may be planted in a single human heart, its 

truth is to transform all people.  Our larger mission remains to “make 

disciples for Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.”   The yoke of 

mission is easier when many take it up and the burden of being the gospel is 

lighter as it is shared by congregations and communities.    

  Braving stray bullets from a firefight in the town center, a man left 

his own home in favor of standing guard over the home of a childhood 

friend until that friend returned from travel to the capital city.  “The last 

thing I was going to do was let anyone intimidate my brother and his 

family,” declared the protector.  “We will not let them divide us.”  The 

nation of Jordan is surrounded by crisis with Iraq to its east, Syria to the 

north, Israel to its west, and Saudi Arabia on its southern border.  It has 

become a battlefield as one force sweeps through its villages followed by 

another in pursuit or defense.  Jordan’s burden of refugees has become 

overwhelming for the small nation but communities of faith persist.  In the 

town of Karak, Muslims and Christians live together, resisting the call to 

divide along religious lines and doing so together.   Such actions extend a 

centuries-old tradition into the present day for even as Karak has been ruled 

by a variety of governments, the bond between people of the two traditions 

has persisted.  When disputes arise, it is often a leader of the other religion  
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who is called upon the mediate.  As life flows through the generations, the 

whole community gathers to rejoice in birth, to mourn death, and to 

celebrate a marriage---often between couples who represent both faiths.  As 

Ramadan is honored, Christians join in the monthlong fast and previous 

generations of Muslims have had their children baptized as “an extra 

blessing.”  Muslims provided to stone to adorn St. George’s Church while 

Christians donated land and money to expand the mosque across the street.  

Families of both traditions often built homes side by side, sharing a common 

courtyard between. 

 The yoke that both communities take up and the truth they together 

bear grows out of their fierce respect for each other as people of faith and the 

love for all as neighbor and sometimes literally family.  As they live and 

work together, their shared concern for the need of another does not so much 

override their religious differences as it expresses the call of both religions 

to love.  [Luck, Taylor, a Jordanian city offers lessons on peace…, Chrisian 

Century, July 5, 2017, pp. 17-18] 

 There is concern, however, that Karak will be able to continue in such 

harmony.  “We are in an age when perceptions, rather than actual facts, 

matter and travel much faster [than truth], commented the pastor of St. 

George’s Church.  Some are concerned that Karak will not be able to 

overcome the challenges brought into the community by extremist groups 

who arrive and survive often by social media and the internet.  Though 

convinced that the truth they know will set them free to love each other, the 

citizens of Karak survey all that is taking place around them and wonder if 

such truth can survive the escalation of fear and threat. 

 The yoke Jesus offers is that of living the faith in God that he reveals, 

the burden is easy because it is not hidden from us and no one carries it 

alone.  Both personal temptation and divided community will threaten to 

cause the old yoke of oppression to be taken up again, its burden crushing all 

who attempt to live beyond the truths God provides.  When truth is so 

frequently offered as being either temporary or created, we are called to 

stand and speak as those who know of mercy and justice, of compassion and 

hope, not as individual voices crying in the wilderness but as gatherings of 

people who together proclaim Kingdom.  And God is with us.  Thanks be to 

God.  Amen. 
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